1. Start at the DRP webpage: http://planning.lacounty.gov/ and click on “Maps & GIS” (see below):

2. On the Maps and GIS Page: Click on Interactive GIS Web Mapping Apps:
3. Click on GIS-NET 3. Note, the other maps on this page have additional information which might be useful- read the descriptions to see if you want to find out information on a different “net”

4. Launch the viewer, which appears as an orange button:
5. Launching the viewer will take you to the map. There are a variety of tools which can be used on this map- including search by address or assessor’s property number (APN). For the purposes of this exercise, we are interested in the SEAs- which can be found in the list of layers to the left side of the screen.

6. Layers in light blue are layers which will not show up until you zoom in closer to the map. When you wish a layer to display, check the box next to the layer’s name, and zoom in on the screen until the layer shows up.
7. Once you are zoomed in- the SEAs will show up as solid outlined areas for adopted SEAs and dotted outlined areas for proposed SEAs.

9. To look up your property, enter an APN or and Address at the top bar and click search:
10. When the information comes up on the left, click on the i symbol:

11. Now your search results will have blue lines and you will be able to zoom in and out to see whether or not they are in an SEA or a proposed SEA:
12. If you are not sure if you are seeing an SEA or a proposed SEA, try checking and un-checking the layers one at a time:

13. By looking at the difference between image 11 and image 12 you can see that the selected parcels are mostly outside of the existing SEAs and inside the proposed SEAs.

14. If you want to change the background on the map to show different kinds of maps go to the base maps button in the upper right-hand corner and check on and off the different types of base maps.